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Abstract:
In recent years, cryptocurrencies have been predicted to significantly change
the online payment landscape. In order to accomplish this, it is essential that
cryptocurrencies are user-friendly, hassle-free, as well as highly scalable. Several
blockchain based technologies have actually been produced to deal with the
challenges posed by attempting to offer high deal throughput while remaining
affordable, yet these have actually been met little success. One more difficulty
dealt with is the lack of trust in between unknown parties, which leads to
numerous chargebacks and also purchase terminations. Moreover, sellers are
commonly classified as 'high-risk' or 'low-risk' based on their organization with a
particular market, rather than on their real behaviour. 3M Coin, Currency Of The
Internet, addresses these obstacles by using an innovative base-layer protocol in
the form of a directed acyclic graph-based journal, constructed from deals
connected with time, by using trust-based algorithms. Depend on needs to be
based on a combination of the network participant's historic behaviour
information and also objective info regarding them.
3M Coin takes this right into consideration, computing a trust fund utilising an
one-of-a-kind machine-learning algorithm. This results in an ingenious
consensus-based confirmation system, where every customer is incentivised to
have a high level of count on while taking part in trust-building behaviour
because of the benefits associated with having a high level of depend on (i.e.
quicker verification times). 3Master has built systems to keep an eye on, spot as
well as defend against feasible strikes, guaranteeing network safety and security
Name of such a platform is 3Masters Exchange . 3M likewise presents novel
procedures to attend to conflicts that may occur when sending out transactions,
a much needed attribute which is not possible with various other
cryptocurrencies. Dispute resolution is attained by the use of a Mediation
Solution. This solution benefits from the concepts of game theory to make sure a
fair outcome when it comes to a conflict as well as votes to identify which of the
two challenging celebrations is right.
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Introduction
3M coin is set to be deployed on Binance Smart Chain(BSC) in the year 2022. It
was founded in the year 2021, under the name of 3Masters. 3Masters is a
London-based company that also runs various other projects such as a trading
exchange under the name of 3Masters. The founder of the coin and company are
“Zachary Griffiths and Evan Dalton. Coin deployment for the 3M coin was
funded by a huge 10 million dollar investment.
3M Coin is built on the most advanced level aggregator ever developed.
3Masters solves some of the largest issues in DeFi by aggregating the liquidity of
the entire crypto market into one decentralized platform. Governing the rules is
the proprietary staking mechanism Delegated Proof of Broker, fulfilling every
function via a decentralized brokerage with the supply-capped 3M Coin at its
core. This underpins each industry-critical solution built on
the Technical alagorithms, from 3M coin to 3Masters Enterprise solutions for
blockchains, exchanges, and crypto projects.
The newly minted 3MCoin is trading at a higher than expected price of Indian
Rupee. In fact, 3MCoin is currently more than twice the original price when first
announced on December 12, 2021.
3M is a digital coin. Only available in the 3MCoin-branded wallet of 3Masters.
With a maximum limit of only 65 Millions coins in circulation, it is a highly
narrow commercial event window. 3M is a trusted, world-class supplier of
products, giving 3Mcoin an edge in terms of market response, product
distribution and brand recognition.
Buy stuff without plastic cards, banks and long queues, It's easy to create and
transfer instantaneous value. 3Mcoin is a peer-to-peer transaction system,
which means there aren't any centralized points of control. Trading takes place
in the open, and the entire network is decentralized.
3Mcoin is the easiest way to experience virtual goods, specifically Game Credits
and Virtual Goods.
3M’s company coins are a long-term investment for 3M’s employees and a way
for them to give back to the communities where they are situated. They are
managed by their own team to achieve the highest levels of customer
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Whats is 3M Coin?
3M Coin is a digital currency launched by 3Master. It is the first global digital
asset that powers online financial services in a permissionless, decentralized and
open network. 3M has always used technology to make their company more
efficient. When they discovered Bitcoin’s blockchain technology, they found a
way to use it to create a digital form of payment inside their own company The
Coin is entirely anonymized and generates revenue through the 3M Foundation,
with no central control

Vision of 3M coin
Our vision of 3M is to empower users to freely exchange value as just as details is
exchanged online. To accomplish this, we have actually established the 3Masters
Exchange where individuals can quickly buy and sell their digital properties. 3M
is distinctively placed to give the facilities required for sectors needing
tremendous scalability, along with an arbitration system to fix conflicts, fraud
(e.g. dual spending) as well as errors. What are the benefits of a 3M coin? There
are numerous benefits of using 3M coin, consisting of: - Fast and safe and secure
transactions - Low or no transaction costs - Decentralised money - Worldwide
accessibility 3M coin is a virtual currency that uses cryptography for safety.

Mission of 3M coin
3M Coin is a community whose mission is to help those who are digital fiat
spenders, this is a new way to digital currency. Our Mission is to create a fast
and efficient financial service platform that is better than what is available today.
This is made possible by integrating the latest technology with the best
professional practices. 3M Coin is designed to revolutionize the way people do
business by making every transaction in every country instantly and
transparently.
Imagine a world where every business transaction, from a chocolate bar to a
service deal, could be paid for in global digital currency. A world where you can
buy anything with the same, frictionless transactions and where no transaction
fails.
Why to Invest in 3M Coin?
3M Coin was built with a great deal of functions to separate us from our
competitors, but its best stamina hinges on the group behind it. We are
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confident that 3M Coin has huge potential to rise to the leading since we have
actually verified over and over again our capacity to go into a jampacked market,
disrupt the status quo as well as become one of the dominant players. We have
actually constantly demonstrated our ability to introduce, implement as well as
proliferate. These qualities have actually served us well in helping us remain one
action ahead of the competitors. There is a massive untapped potential in the
derivatives market, as well as we are excited to repeat our success with 3M Coin.
We would certainly be thrilled for financiers and also advocates to join us on this
journey.

3M Coin Features
History
Over the past 1.5 years, we have actually been among the biggest investors in
the futures market. We encountered numerous issues with present futures
exchanges that our company believe are protecting against the area from
ending up being completely fully grown for organizations to sell. Wanting to
enhance the community, we have actually composed many white documents
and also provided hrs of comments to these exchanges, yet fruitless. Lastly,
we chose to take issues right into our very own hands as well as developed 3M
Coin.

Features
Preventing Clawbacks
Present futures exchanges have constant huge clawbacks bring
about losses in the numerous dollars as a result of badly designed
threat monitoring systems. 3M Coin dramatically decreases the
likelihood of clawbacks from ever happening by utilizing a
three-tiered liquidation design.
1. We first close settings down meticulously with rate-limited
liquidation orders in the market.
2. We have a distinct backstop liquidity service provider program
which jumps in to supply to accounts in danger of bankruptcy.
3. We leverage the insurance coverage fund to stop consumer losses..
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Centralized Collateral Pool + Universal Stablecoin Settlement
With existing futures exchanges, security is needed to be uploaded in
different margin make up various items (e.g. place margin trading, futures
as well as etc).
In addition, the sort of security needed varies depending upon what
agreement is being traded (e.g. Surge continuous swaps need XRP to be
published as security), causing funding being fractured throughout several
symbols. This makes it troublesome to rebalance placements (e.g. needing
to sell off one more token to cover up an XRP margin account). As well as
when it comes to brief settings, this system is especially counterproductive
given that investors should buy the extremely token they are planning to
brief.
As opposed to uploading security in several accounts as well as symbols, 3M
Coin utilizes a system comparable to grow conventional futures markets
today, where investors upload security in a solitary money.
3M Coin by-products are stablecoin worked out and also share security in
one global margin budget. This implies that investors can transfer
stablecoins as security for all acquired items, and also their PNL is resolved
in stablecoins. Stablecoins permit investors to obtain reputable USD-based
rate direct exposure as well as negotiation, without requiring a checking
account. Utilizing the very same base money as security for every one of
the agreements likewise makes it simpler to move placements about.
Side note:
Nevertheless, not all stablecoins are qualified. In order for a stablecoin to be
qualified for use on the 3Master system, it has to have verified itself to have
a smooth redemption procedure and also constantly profession near the
same level. Presently, USDC and also TUSD are the stablecoins that best fit
those demands.

Non-inverted futures
3M Coin futures are basic, instead of inverted. This indicates that they are
truley BTC/USD futures and also not USD/BTC futures. Therefore an
individual's USD PnL is merely (variety of BTC agreements) * (adjustment in
rate), the orderbook straight shows a variety of BTC futures, which shutting
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a placement simply indicates liquidating the variety of BTC agreements you
have.

3Master portal
3M Coin has an ingrained 3Master website, powered by 3Masters Minimal.
Customers can deal coins with the click of a switch, accessing 3Masters
trade deep liquidity swimming pool without costs. Individuals are currently
trading $30m+ daily on the 3Masters Portal

Revenue Model
Exchange Fees
Listing the other coin on our platform. To become a VIP member, an account
must trade over a certain volume and/or hold a certain number of 3M Coin
Staking Plan
Becoming the investor of 3M coin can get many other benefits and generate
more revenue
Other Fees
There will be different fee structures for new FTX products like options, spot
exchange, and margin trading.
Exemption
There are no fees for deposit, withdrawal or futures settlement.

3Master trading platform
The 3Master portal on 3M coin trades tens of millions of dollars per day and is
quickly growing

3M Utility Token
All major activities on the 3M Coin platform can be paid for with the 3M Coin
utility token (3M). While other currencies will be accepted, paying with 3M will
secure a discount for fees and other functions. Non-3M payments will be
converted to 3M in real-time at the best price on any available exchanges.
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Additionally, 3M will be the currency of payment for all services provided by the
3M Coin Protocol.

Token functions and benefits
Similar to the tokens integrated with existing exchange platforms such as
3Masters, 3M will give holders a range of benefits, plus additional functionality
that will add further utility to users.
The token will be integrated with all of the main transactions that take place on
the platform, thereby taking the form of an internal currency or utility token. By
holding and using it, 3M owners will be able to access premium services.
The functions of the 3M token include but are but not limited to:
● Discounts on trading fees. Users will be able to save up to 20% on standard
trading fees by paying with 3M. Since fees are typically calculated as a
proportion of order size, if 3M tokens rise in utility then a smaller amount will be
required to pay the equivalent utility in the traded currencies.
● Staking in the Decentralized Brokerage. Brokers or liquidity providers who
want to receive transaction fee revenue for their service of fulfilling orders from
users need to stake a minimum amount of 3M tokens to join the Decentralized
Brokerage. The more they have, the more orders they can handle, in return
receiving trading fees for their service to the 3M Coin ecosystem.
● Non Broker Staking (NBS). NBS will stake 3M and use their staked amount to
“vote” for the Broker of their choice. Brokers’ votes from NBS will count towards
their total amount of staked 3M, thus increasing their chances of being chosen
to fulfill an order. Brokers incentivize NBS to vote for them by offering a share of
the revenue they receive from the trades they execute back to the NBS.
● Unlocking advanced features. Users who hold 3M tokens will be able to unlock
additional premium services on the platform. They will gain access to margin
trading; be able to set advanced trading orders that are not available to other
users (Limit orders, Stop market and Stop-Limit orders), as well as controlling
Stop Loss and Take Profit parameters; and be sent alerts for arbitrage
opportunities and other useful features.
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● 3M Coin Protocol payments. Every service and all dApps offered within the 3M
Coin Protocol will be charged using 3M. Developers who upload dApps to the 3M
Coin marketplace will be able to charge customers for using them. Fees are set
by the developers, with users deciding whether they offer value for money or
not.

Our Financial Goals
3M coin is a project aimed at the construction of crypto mining farms. We plan
to build a large industrial platform, the capacity of which will be increased
continuously. The accommodations will be used for obtaining direct profit from
mining.
Token Summary
Token Name:

3M Coin

Token Code:

3M

Token Platform:

BEP20

Total Token Supply:

65 Million (Fixed)

Opening Selling Price per Token:

0.03 USD

Selling Mechanism:

ICO & directly
exchanges

through

crypto

Tokenomics
The revenue will be generated through the mining of the most profitable
cryptocurrencies. A weekly profit will be derived after deducting the power cost
and another operating cost from the weekly income. 5% will be deducted
towards administrative and fixed expenses from the weekly profit to derive a
weekly profit after deduction (WPAD). From the WPAD, 50% will be used to buy
tokens from the market through various crypto exchanges at the prevailing
market prices, and they will be burned with proof of burn. This schedule can be
changed depending on the best possible results and practice. Balance 50% of the
WPAD will be used to expand crypto mining farms which will generate additional
mining hashing power, which will further increase the WPAD. We will be initially
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mining Proof of Work (POW) coins and, in due course of time, proof-of-stake
(POS) coins when the major blockchain networks shift to it. Our total token
supply is fixed at 65 million, and we will not be increasing the pool in the future.
After ICO, tokens will be sold directly in the market (initial coin offering). There
will not be any lock-in period—our token will be tradable immediately after the
purchase. All the revenue from the sale of tickets through ICO or Crypto
Exchanges will be used to expand the mining farms. Since 50% of the WPAD
revenue will be used to buy tokens from the market through various crypto
exchanges at the prevailing market prices, the tickets will be burned. Through
this mechanism, the total supply of our receipts will keep decreasing, and the
demand and the hashing power per token will keep increasing. Hence, the ticket
price will gradually keep growing even if there is no price pumping by external
factors or investors. The token subscribers will be gaining from the long-term
appreciation of the token value due to burning, and this process will continue
forever while additional mining capacity will be added every month. With
majority tokens, when people or traders lose interest, the tickets die away as the
trading volume & price goes down. But in our case, we will be injecting
real-world revenue from mining farms & will be continuously purchasing tokens
from the market & burning so our token price will always be pushed up, and our
pass will never die or fade away.

Token Distribution
10% Founders and advisors
15% Initial coin offering
75% Public sale in the market directly through crypto exchanges
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Conclusion
Our concept is unique and innovative as in there is no other token or
cryptocurrency currently in the world to bring cryptocurrency mining to the
masses in small units. Additionally, ours is the first token to have an in-built
price appreciation mechanism with a forever increasing permanent source of
revenue (through crypto mining) that will purchase tickets from the market at
prevailing rates and burn them. Thus, continuously appreciate the price of our
tokens even without support from external factors.
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